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Note: 

These three letters have their own Star Skill within the MSL 
structuredframework because they are often together and yet 
they can make two different sounds. 

Acquisition of new Skill: 

Can the pupil say which three letters this Star Skill is concerned with by listening to 
words such as 'cage', 'page', 'stage', and 'wage'? (a consonant e was covered in Star 
Skill 53 and soft gin Star Skill 59.) Help the pupil to come up with the answer of the 
three letters 'age', perhaps by using the wooden letters to build one syllable words such 
as 'rage' or 'cage'. When 'age' has been established, ask the pupil to find the three letters 
in the alphabet bag with their eyes closed. Or perhaps take the letters out of the arc with 
their eyes closed - naming each letter as it is found. 

When auditory discrimination for the spelling choice (aj) is fully grasped, ask the pupils 
to look at words such as 'village', 'cottage' and 'damage' clearly printed in bold on card. 
Can the pupils spot and then circle the three letters 'age' in the words shown? Can they 
read the words? Can they say what happens to the (aJ) sound in those particular words? 
Can the pupil work out what happens to 'age' when it is used at the end ofmulti-syallabic 
words? 

It is at this point that the pupil should understand t1_:at the spelling choice 'age' makes the 
sound (a]) in words of one syllable and the sound (ij) at the end of multi-syllabic words. 
(You may have to remind the pupil that words such as 'cages' and 'pages' are one syllable words 
with a suffix added, and 'engagement' has a prefix and suffix added.) 

Teaching points: 

TEACHER'S NOTES 
STAR SKILL 66 

age 

The 3 letters 'age' 
can make 2 different sounds: 

(aj) in one syllable words 
& 

(ij) in multi-syllabic words. 

..,. Give Reading Card 66 'age' and remind the pupil that the response should be "cage (aj) luggage (ij)". 

... The (aj) green Spelling Pack card need only be given as a reminder during this Star Skill and once the spelling 
choice is fully established it can be removed from the pack. However, writing the three letters 'age' in a cursive 
style is an excellent exercise for improving handwriting because of the circular fluid movement necessary for 
this combination of letters . 

..,. There are several Key Words within MSL structure that have to be learnt for this Star Skill and there is a blue 
memory Pack card designed to aid recall. 

..,. The MSL blue Memory Pack for Unit 3 also contains a reminder card for the 'age' phonic (ij) heard at the end of 
multi-syllabic words and this should be given to the pupil now. 

* All cards
illustrated on this

page must be
introduced during
the teaching of this
Star Skill.
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**If new to the Programme, please read the Introduction in Folder 1 of this Module**

Visit www.msl-online.net to purchase 
the downloadable digital master of 

the card packs.
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